BRIMACOMBE Racing Club
Ontario Senior Games Race Notice

Event:
Race
Registration
Chief of Race &
Technical
Delegate
Directions

Wednesday Feb 22 & Thursday Feb 23,2017
Completed via Senior games process

Parking:

Use the “Gate 4” entrance for the visitors. Please do not use
Gates 1-3”.

Change Area

Lower level only of the East Chalet, and please use the
cubbyholes provided. All boot bags etc. must be stored
downstairs.
Bibs and lift tickets can be picked up daily at 8:30 am on the upper
level of the East Chalet. The East Chalet is accessible from Gate
4 parking lot. Your lift ticket is valid for the entire day so
participants are welcome to ski after the race.

Bib & Lift ticket
Pickup

Norm Greer
norman.greer@xplornet.ca
The following link will give you directions to Brimacombe.
www.brimacombe.ca

Race Hill

Standard Run (www.brimacombe.ca)

Inspection:

Course inspection starts at 9:30 a.m. and closes at 9:45 a.m. daily

Race start time:

10:00 a.m. SHARP – unless notified otherwise

Buffet Lunch

Will be provided both days at 11:30am in the loft area of the East
Chalet.
The Awards Ceremony will take place outside the east chalet as
soon as possible after race scoring on the 23rd. The approximate
time is 12 PM.
As per OSGA a combination of tournament & FIS rules will apply:
 Discipline is GS
 Two runs each day.
 As per FIS ICR #907 a hard sided helmet covering the ears
is required. (no soft sided ear covering)
 Did Not Finish (DNF) and those Disqualified (DQ) who
missed gates etc. will receive a time which is twice the time
of the slowest recorded time of that run.
 As per FIS ICR #614.23 if a competitor comes to a

Awards:

Rules & format







Determining the
winners as per
OSGA rules

complete stop (e.g. after a fall ) he must not continue
through remaining gates and will be recorded as DNF
If a skier loses a ski while on course, he / she MUST
immediately leave the course and will receive a DNF for the
run except in the case where the equipment is lost between
the last gate and finish line.
During course inspection athletes are not allowed to ski
through the gates. If observed doing so they will be
recorded as DQ on the 1st run.
In the case of missed times re-runs will be granted.
Skiers should be familiar will all rules and regulations prior
to the event. Failure to comply with any rule will result in
disqualification.



The three best times of each skier will be totaled and the
skier in every category with the lowest total time will be
declared winner.



In the event of a tie after the three best times are totaled,
the fastest fourth run time of the two tied competitors will
determine the higher placing. If a tie still exists, two gold
medals will be awarded; however, no silver medal will be
awarded and the next best finisher will receive the bronze
medal. In the event of a tie for bronze, two bronze medals
will be awarded.

